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Presented by the Digital Media Academy

Booths 12-3pm
Art Institute
BCIT Radio Arts & Entertainment
Capilano University
CG Masters
Centre for Arts and Technology
Douglas College
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Langara
SFU Applied Sciences
SFU Contemporary Arts
SFU School of Interactive Arts & Technology
Think Tank
UBC Faculty of the Arts - Department of Theatre & Film
Vancouver Animation School
VanArts
Vancouver College of Art & Design
Digital Media Academy
DigiBC
Eagle Camera Support Systems
Reel 2 Real International Film Festival for Youth

Presentations 1-3pm
1-2pm
- Disney Animator, A Day in the Life - Mark Pudleiner, VanArts School
- Animating for Game Design with Motionbuilder - Jay Bulbrook, EA Sports
- Art & Life of a Photographer - Mike Wakefield, Photographer

2-3pm
- New Forms of Storytelling - Vincent McCurley, National Film Board of Canada
- Blowing Stuff up in Houdini, VFX - Peter Bowmar, Double Negative Visual Effects
- Digital Media for Biomedical Engineering: Imaging, Eyes and Alzheimers- Dr. Faisal Beg, SFU Engineering
- Modeling with Mudbox - Joe Bullock, ThinkTank Training Centre